About the Cal Poly Department of Architecture

Cal Poly's Department of Architecture, a department within the College of Architecture and Environmental Design (CAED), provides diverse and comprehensive educational opportunities for individuals involved in the design of the built environment and the profession of architecture. The CAED is the largest program of its type. CAED programs are distinguished by an active incorporation of hands-on learning experience and a close instructional relationship with the broad range requirements of successful professional practice. The CAED mission is to be the premier institution in the nation preparing students for leadership roles in the professions that plan, design and construct the built environment.

About Vellum Design Build

Vellum Design Build was established in 2001 as a full-service design and build firm in San Luis Obispo, CA. VDB acts as a single source of responsibility in delivering built works. From custom residential design and construction to custom furniture and interior design, VDB manages everything from concept to finished product.

The announcement of the winners happens in the 21:00 hour of the night. In addition to the standard awards, the jury will bestow one Space Architects: Milano Prize, one RRM: Modern Master Award, one NT: 100% Pure Award and one Dr. Daniel Lewis: Cradle to Cradle award. In addition, VDB will select one VELLUM Prize.

Vellum Design Build • 811 El Capitan Way, Suite 230 • San Luis Obispo • 784.0487

sponsors: vellum design build + the CAED
the 30th october,'15; reception 18:30 - 22:00
the 31st october,'15; open from 11:00 - 17:00
venue: 669 higuera st, old davidson's space
Sponsors:
Without our sponsors, this event would not be possible. Thank you to all who generously donated.

Titanium Level Sponsors:

**CAL POLY Architecture Department**  **DR. DANIEL LEWIS**

**SPACE**  **Space Architects: Enrico Como + Scott Michael Stapleton**

Platinum Level Sponsors:

**NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION**

**rrm design group**  **creating environments people enjoy**

**Erica Abbott/SLO Realtor**

**PACIFIC COAST LUMBER/Don Seawater**

Gold Level Sponsors:

**alpha rho chi**

**Drake Wines**

**Luna Red Restaurant**

Vellum Design Build and the Cal Poly Architecture Department welcome you to the 12th Annual Vellum Design Build/Cal Poly Architecture Department Design Exhibition. This exhibition showcases Cal Poly College of Architecture and Environmental Design student work completed during the fall quarter of 2015. Intended to inspire creative thought and challenge participants to press the boundaries of design, this competition has produced outstanding original pieces and has given tangible experience and exposure to the industry.

**Juried Exhibition**

We are delighted to draw top names in the furniture design industry for this year’s jury:

**MINARC:** Erla Dögð Ingjaldsdóttir and Tryggvi Thorsteinsson:
Minarc is an award-winning design studio recognized internationally for its modern, innovative, and sustainable design solutions. Inspired by the pure, austere beauty of their native Iceland, principals Erla Dögð Ingjaldsdóttir and Tryggvi Thorsteinsson were drawn to Santa Monica, California and the wide-open spaces and rich light that sustain their vision.

**Clare Olsen** is an assistant professor of architecture at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. A dedicated educator, Olsen has also taught at Tulane University, Cornell University, and Syracuse University. She is a licensed architect and has pursued installation and furniture design projects through her practice, C.O.CO. Her installations, PROJECTions and Reflection, are installed on the Syracuse University and Cal Poly campuses.

**Steve Lee** is the founder of Aprilli design studio, a Los Angeles-based design firm mainly focusing on design, research and implementation of sustainable design and planning strategies. His recent project “Aprilli Flower Vase Collection” has been showcased at various galleries and international exhibitions including ICFF 2014 and HD Expo 2015.

**TJ Esser** received his Bachelors of Architecture from Cal Poly and holds minors in Environmental Design and Sustainable Environments. After graduating from Cal Poly in 2005, TJ became a project manager for Studio2G Architects and M:oME, local San Luis Obispo firms that specialize in highly custom commercial and residential architecture. After practicing for 7 years TJ moved to New York to obtain his Masters of Architecture from Cornell University with a concentration in theory and discourse. After teaching at Cornell, he now works for Vellum DB.